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The NEW team habits
Webinar: The LEARNING habit



In the chat:
name + role + district
WHAT BROUGHT YOU HERE TODAY? 
Throughout the session, feel free to add any questions as they come up. ✔



Your webinar team

           

              Gabby Hewitt   Justin Toomer



GOALS FOR TODAY’S WEBINAR: 

1. understand the basics of the learning habit

2. Build a culture that encourages and supports your 
teammates to be learners

3. think about moving from the goal of becoming a 
learning organization to habit building
.
  



A quick intro/refresh on 
team habits



WHY HABITS?
GOAL HABITDESIRE

We want to 
learn a new 
language.

Hold a 
conversation 
by Fall 2020.

Commit to 10 
minutes of practice 

each day. 

We want to 
spend more time 

being present 
with our families.

Spend 10 
hours a week 
with family.

Commit to eat 
dinner with them 

each night. 

We want to lose 
weight. 

Set a target 
weight loss goal 
of ~20 pounds.

Commit to walking 
30 minutes each 

day.

Adapted from Farnam Street Blog: https://fs.blog/2017/06/habits-vs-goals/



WHY HABITS?

HABITS HELP US:
● Overshoot our goals.
● Are easier to start (tiny habits).
● Are lifelong once established.
● Add up (Aggregation of marginal 

gains).
Adapted from Farnam Street Blog: https://fs.blog/2017/06/habits-vs-goals/



Small Habits Connect To A Larger Purpose

SMALL HABIT TINY RIPPLE EFFECT BIG RIPPLE EFFECT



GOALS FOR TODAY’S WEBINAR: 

1. understand the basics of the learning habit

2. Build a culture that encourages and supports your 
teammates to be learners

3. think about moving from the goal of becoming a 
learning organization to habit building
.
  



RULE #5: SHARING INFO 
Harness the Flow and Let Information Go

RULE #6: LEARNING ORG 
Schools Grow When People Grow

Habit #1: We talk about mistakes
to model vulnerability so that our team 
learns and grows together



From the new team habits

“For responsive teams, learning is the engine that drives 
progress, effectiveness, and innovation. In education we use 
the word learning dozens of times a day, but don’t often pause 
to think about what it takes to support people, especially our 
adult staff, as learner. 

For us, learning is intricately linked with curiosity, questions, 
mistakes, feedback, reflection, and sharing. The learning habit 
in this chapter specifically focuses on how to build a culture 
that encourages and supports your teammates to be 
learners.”

.
  



The learning habit

HABIT TINY RIPPLE BIG RIPPLE

We talk about 
mistakes

to model 
vulnerability

so that our team learns 
and grows together



IN THE CHAT:
What other ripples can talking about mistakes have?

HABIT TINY RIPPLE BIG RIPPLE

We talk about 
mistakes

To… so that…



Humanize you 

as a leader Breakdown 
hierarchies

Accelerate 
learning

Encourage innovation

Deepen 
team bonds



GOALS FOR TODAY’S WEBINAR: 

1. understand the basics of the learning habit

2. Build a culture that encourages and supports your 
teammates to be learners by talking about mistakes

3. think about moving from the goal of becoming a 
learning organization to habit building
.
  



@kearamas  #teamhabits



“Who is on a team matters less 
than how the team members 
interact, structure their work, 
and view their contributions.”



PROJECTS
● lack alignment on purpose
● have unclear roles
● Feel like another thing

MEETINGS
● are Unpredictable
● lack useful structures
● do not include all voices

LEARNING
● focus on perfection
● do not talk about mistakes
● avoid vulnerability

@kearamas  #teamhabits



effective teams... 



PROJECTS
● shared vs lack of purpose
● clear vs unclear roles
● in support of vs extra work

MEETINGS
● predictable vs unpredictable
● structure serves purpose
● all vs some voices included

LEARNING
● progress vs perfection
● sharing vs hiding mistakes
● being human vs leader

@kearamas  #teamhabits



@kearamas  #teamhabits



improve how teams work,   
by changing team habits

@kearamas  #teamhabits



The Learning Habit: Talking about mistakes

“Psychological safety is a belief that 
one will not be punished or 

humiliated for speaking up with 
ideas, questions, concerns, or 

mistakes.”



The learning Habit: Talking about mistakes

“Instead of telling a story of how 
horrible things went, frame it as, 

‘Can you help me with this?’ When 
you ask others questions, most 

people actually want to help… By 
asking a question, we activate in 

them that spirit of helping.”



The learning habit

HABIT TINY RIPPLE BIG RIPPLE

We talk about 
mistakes

to create more 
psychological 
safety 



The learning habit

HABIT TINY RIPPLE BIG RIPPLE

We talk about 
mistakes

to learn from 
failure 



GOALS FOR TODAY’S WEBINAR: 

1. understand the basics of the learning habit

2. Build a culture that encourages and supports your 
teammates to be learners

3. think about moving from the goal of becoming a 
learning organization to habit building
.
  



IN THE CHAT: 
Write down the last time you made a mistake as a 
leader. How could you have shared that mistake to 

encourage learning on your team?



HOW? 
1. Frame the work as a learning problem

"We've never been here before; we can't know what will happen; 
we've got to have everybody's brains and voices in the game."

2. Acknowledge your own fallibility 
“I may miss something, I need to hear from you.”

3. Model curiosity 
“Every time we withhold, we rob ourselves and our colleagues of 
small moments of learning.”



What is one 
HABIT you want to start to 

encourage learning on your team?
#teamhabits



SMALL HABIT
i’ll start by...

Commit to Babbel 
5 min each day

Improve my 
vocabulary

I want to learn 
professional spanish

Commit to family 
dinner each night

Spend more hours 
each week with family

I want more 
family time

HYPOTHESIS
so i need to...

GOALGOAL
my goal is to...

 #teamhabits



SMALL HABIT
i’ll start by...

HYPOTHESIS
so i need to...

GOALGOAL
my goal is to...

 #teamhabits

HABIT hypothesis goal

i’ll start by __ so i need to __ my goal is to __
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www.edelements.com @edelements

Monthly - The Ed Elements Newsletter 
http://bit.ly/EdElementsNL

Biweekly - The SEPAD Newsletter, by Anthony Kim 
http://bit.ly/anthonx

Weekly - The Kiki Brief, by Keara Mascareñaz 
http://bit.ly/KikiBrief

SUBSCRIBE TO LEARN MORE

 #teamhabits



CHECK OUT: 
one idea or action you’re taking from this webinar


